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Moffett Field and Coyote Hills are befng considered as possible alternate sites 
for the Stanford two-mile linear electron accelerator. Both of these areas provide 
potential accelerator sites using cut and cover methods of construction rather than 
tunne I construction, but otherwise each site provides unique features of topography, 
geology, and engineering suitability. 

Moffett Field, presently a U.S. Naval Air Station, is located on a gently sloping 
alluvial plain bordering San Francisco Bay near the town of Mountain View. Part of 
the Field extends out into the adjacent mud  flats on artificial f i l l .  Coyote Hills is an 
isolated line of low hi l ls  partly surrounded by mud flats on the east side of San Fran- 
cisco Bay near the town of Newark. The central and northern portions of Coyote Hills 
are developed as a U. S. Army Nike Base. 

The Report covers a preliminary geological investigation of the subject areas and 
of the proposed project sites. The investigation was concerned with providing informa- 
tion on the distribution and character of soil and rock types, on’regional and local 
geology, and on geological hazards that may be present. Geological conditions which 
would be significant to engineering and construction are stressed. The Report is in- 
tended as a perspective view of the engineering-geological aspects of the sites, rather 
than detaiied analysis of the problems involved. 

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

The Report is based on the writers’ familiarity with the general area, literature 
review, and approximately eight days of field work. The field work involved recon- 
naissance geological mapping supplemented with aerial inspection and stereo photo- 
interpretation. Resulting data, i ,  e. , geological contacts, rock types, structure, etc. , 
in  the Coyote Hills area were drafted on an enlarged U. S. G. S. topographic quadrangle 
map, contour interval 5 and 25 feet, for presentation. 

The investigation included review of water well logs, construction records, and old 
site borings, as well as discussions with individuals, engineering firms, and public 
agencies familiar with the areas. No new drilling, sampling, or testing was done i n  the 
project area of either site. Accordingly, the Report represents a synthesis of previous 
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work, field observations, and inference as eo actual conditions at depth. Detailed ex- 
ploratory work, particularly drilling, would be needed for f inal  design or refined cost 
estimates . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

MOFFETT FIELD 

Moffett Field is underlain with deep alluvial f i l l  of interlensing gravels, sands, and 
clays, over 1000 feet i n  thickness. Surface materials consist of braided stream gravels, 
silt, and clay, all obscured by a deepsoil mantle and overlapped by Bay mud to the 
north. No known faults cut the alluvium in the vicinity of the Field. Standing water in 
two deep wells is 50-60 feet below the surface, while recent construction has encountered 
"pe:-chedt' ground water 3-14 feet below the surface. Ground subsidence on the order of 
5 feet has occurred in  the southeast corner of the Field over the past 30 years. The 
features of principal engineering significance are summarized below: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

"Perched" ground water, or saturated material, probably wi I I  be encountered 
i n  the area of deepest proposed excavation. 

Differential settlement and differential areal subsidence will probably occur 
along the proposed accelerator line in future years. Based on past history a 
differential deflection of 1-2 feet might be experienced wi thln the next 10 
years. 

The proposed deep f i l l  i n  the marsh land north of the runways will create a 
situation requiring careful analycis of the earthquake hazard. 

Diurnal ground depression from tidal "surcharge" loading of as much as 1-3 
inches may possibly affect the marsh land area north of the runways. This is 
based on extrapolation of observations along Coyote Slough near Alviso. 

COYOTE HILLS 

The Coyote Hills are underlain throughout by varied rocks of the Franciscan forma- 
tion, predominantly infingering bodies of chert and greenstone and constitute a low 
linear ridge of exposed basement rock. These rocks, though strongly lithified, are 
generally shattered, deeply weathered andlare cut  by numerous minor faults and shear 
zones. Although extreme distortion is present locally, the larger rock units trend uni- 
formly northwest generally parallel to the Hills and dip vertical or stbeply to the 
southwest. The Hills were once an island in  the San Francisco b y ,  but now are sur- 
rounded by tidal mud flats and flood-plain alluvium. The features of principal engi- 
neering and construction significance are summarized below: 

1. The greater bulk of the proposed excavation can be done with combined 
ripping and scraping. Blastlng wlll be necessary below'the weathered zone . .  
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and in local bodies of massive chest extending to the surface. The depth of 
weathering averages probably 40 feet on the hi l l  sides and 20 feet on the 
ridge tops. For estimating purposes a rough estimate of percentage blasting 
rock is presented below: 

End station area 
Cut through south ridges 
Hi I lside cuts 

30% of total 
50% of total 
depends on depth of cut 

2. Because of shear zones and the weathered shattered nature of the bedrock, it 
is believed that overall cut slopes should not exceed a 1:l ratio and should 
utilize protective berms on all cuts over 30 feet i n  height. The disastrous con- 
sequences of a major slide should be clearly recognized. 

3. The feasibility of tunnel construction through the higher ridges, rather than 
cut-and-fil I, should be considered. 

4. Since bedrock is involved, all cut floors are expected to provide stable founda- 
tions with respect to settlement, subsidence, and rebound. To insure against 
f i l l  subsidence the unconsolidated alluvium in the embayments on the north 
side of the Hills may have to be removed. No ground water problems are 
anticipated, although drainage borings may be needed in  some of the cuts to 
minimize the slide hazard. 

5.  . The local occurrence of unstable natural slopes, the general deep weatherlng, 
and the general shattered condition of the bedrock, require careful analysis 
of the earthquake hazard to the high cut walls and to f i l l  platforms resting 
on weathered slopes. To insure slope stability it i s  believed that a 10% in- 
crease In the required excavation should be allowed in cost estimates. 

'I 
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M O F F E T T  F I E L D  A R E A  

DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 

Moffett Field lies near the south end of San Francisco Bay, roughl; midwa: 
tween the towns of Mountain View and Sunnyvale and the tidal mud flats. It is 

be- 

located on a sloping alluvial plain, ranging in elevation from sea level to 40 feet 
above sea level. The runways extend out into the marshy tideland, built on artificial 
f i l l .  A dredged-out natural slough adjoins the northern end of the Field. 

Moffeft Field is 35 miles south-southaasf of San Francisco and 12 miles north- 
west of San Jose. It is 7 miles from Stanford University via Embarcadero Road and 
Bayshore Highway; the latter highway, actually a six-lane freeway, borders the 
Field on the south. A spur track of the Southern Pacific Railroad serves the Field 
directly. The surrounding land, while largely undeveloped or used for agriculture, 
is zoned for industrial use. The marshland to the north is extensively developed for 
salt evaporation. 

The proposed accelerator site parallels the m a i n  runways just west of the m a i n  
wooden hangars. In order to obtain the desired two-mile length, the "electron gun" 
of the accelerator would extend northward beyond the present runways farther into 
the marshland on artificial f i l l .  Of is proposed to  excavate the "end station'' area to 
elevation 10 feet, approximately 25 feet below the natural surface, and use the 
excavated material for f i l l  and radiation shielding along and over the accelerator. 
Having a n  end station elevation of 15 feet requires approximately 25 feet of founda- 
tion fill above the present marsh surface, in order to provide a "straight" accelerator 
l ine.  

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

Moffett Field, as  noted previously, is located on a n  alluvial plain near the 
south end of San Francisco Bay. This "plain" encircles the south end of the Bay and 
forms the floor of Northern Sanfa Clara Valley. It constitutes a n  alluvial shelf which 
extends under the Bay itself. 

Northern Santa Clara VaIley, including the southern portion of San Francisco 
Bay, is a great linear depression filled with alluvial gravels and fresh water sediments 
of Pleistocene to Recent Age overlying downwarped Tertiary and Mesozoic formations. 
These are overlapped by Bay mud and local deposits of flood silt and stream gravels. 
Thickness of the alluvial f i l l  in the trough of the depression probably approaches 2000 
feet. 

The alluvial f i l l  includes a series of grcvels, sands and clays, and local volcanic 
tuffs of Plio-Pleistocene age  which are  separated from the younger sediments by 
erosional discordance. This older alluvium, designated the Santa Clara Gravels, 
crops out around the periphery of the alluvial shelf as low foothills or erosion remnants 
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capping older bedrock. Generally, the strata are flexed and gently folded, although 
locally are severely contorted along fault lines. In water wells out in  the Valley the 
Santa Clara Gravels are indistinguishable from the overlying younger al~luvium and 
appear to form a continuous unbroken sequence. 

Many water wells i n  the Valley have penetrated various horizons of clay which 
have been interpreted as "ancient bay mud", supposedly indicating previous trans- 
gressions of an ancestral Bay, or as  extensive lacustrine deposits. However, the bulk 
of the alluvium is composed of relatively unconsolidated sands and gravels which are  
both pervious and permeable. Such strata constitute an  importank ground water reser- 
voir i n  the Valley which presently is being artificially recharged. Where confined 
by clay horizons, the gravels provide ground water "pressure zones'' which years ago 
resulted in flowing artesian wells. Several such wells once existed in the Moffett 
Field area. 

The geology of the peripheral hills surrounding the Santa Clara Valley, while 
interesting, is of little significance to the present work other than the presence of 
two well-known active faults. These are the Sun Andreas rift fault paralleling the 
San Francisco peninsula and the Hayward frontal fault bounding the hills east of the 
Bay. Moffett Field lies between these two fault zones, approximately 9.5 miles from 
the San Andreas fault to the southwest and about 8 miles from the Hayward fau l t  to 
the east. No known fault cuts the alluvium in the near vicinity of Moffett Field, a s  
does the Hayward Faul t  on the east side of the Bay. 

A notable feature of the Moffett Field area, and throughout Northern Santa 
Clara Valley, is large scale ground subsidence. This subsidence is generally believed 
to be the result of a decrease i n  artesian (hydrostqfic) pressures due to overdraft with- 
drawal of ground water. First observed in the late ~ O ' S ,  numerous subsequent measure- 
ments have shown that the rate of subsidence has varied both over the years and at 
different stations; the cumulative subsidence while mostly of regional extent also 
varies locally, depending on amounts of ground water withdrawn and on nonuniformity 
of subsurface material. 

For the sake of perspective, a subsidence "contour" map of Sanfa Clara Valley 
is provided on the following page, showing the change in elevations for the period 
1948-1954. As shown, the greatest subsidence is a linear trough extending from 
beneath the city of San Jose to the Moffett Field area. The measured subsidence in 
the vicinity of Moffett Field is tabulated below, Maximum subsidence that has oc- 
curred in the Valley is 8.4 feet, according to Mr. 9, F, Poland, Geologist, U.S. G. S .  
(persona I communi cat  ion). 
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Period 

1935- 1937 
1937-1939 

1 9 39- 1 9-43 

1948- 1954 

1954- 1959 

Subsidence 

IN VICINITY OF MOFFETT FIELD 

(in feet) 

.90 

.16 

.42 

app. 2.50 

app. 1.07 

5.05" 

An interesting phenomena of "fidal surcharge" and diurnal ground depression and 
recovery of 4-5 inches has been detected near Alviso by the Santa Clara Valley Flood 
Control District. This work consisted of taking level readings a t  30-minute intervals 
over a 24 hour period and correlating these with tide gauge readings. Measurements 
were made between a U. S. C. G. S. bench mark located on the Highway 9 bridge 
abutment on  Coyote Slough and a field stotion approximately 1/2 m i l e  away. The 
readings were taken during the Spring of 1959 during a period of 10-foot elevation 
change between high and low fides, amounting to 4-foot below and 6-foot above 
m e a n  sea level. To date, the work consists of a single series of readings a t  only one 
locality; hence, little can be said regarding the maximum influence of the "tidal 
loading" or of the distance i t  extends away from the environs of the Bay. In short, 
whether "tidal surcharge" affects Moffett Field, or the marsh land north of the Field, 
is totally unknown. The marsh land near Moffett Field is nearer the Bay than the test 
site a t  Alviso, hence the possibility that deflections d o  occur should be checked. It 
appears entirely possible that deflections of 1-3 inches might be experienced. 

SITE GEOLOGY 

In detail, Moffett Field rests on the outer fringe of an alluvial fan on erratically 
distributed stream gravels, and finer sands, silts and clays. The old stream channels, 
while generally obscured by construction activity and cultivation, are vaguely dis- 
cernible on early photographs of the Field (see Appendix). The silt and clay deposits, 
which are more likely to give foundation problems, a re  obscured by a blanket of deep 
soil. The deeper and more extensive soil mantle appears to be south of the main hangars 
toward Bay Shore Highway, rather than north of the hangars. Drainage ditches and 

"Data 8335-1954 taken from State Water Resources Bulletin No. 7. The 1959 datum 
was provided by the Santa Clara Valley Flood Control District. 
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cuts north of the hangars expose gravelly clay a l l u v i u m  near the surface, while ad- 
jacent areas show black humus-rich soil. Bay mud as channeled marsh land overlaps 
the alluvial material and bounds the Field to the north. This "mud" is not soft ooze 
as found beneath standing water, rather is fairly firm and probably would require 
drag line excavation; its maximum depth is unknown. The present runways extend out 
into the marsh land across old sloughs on artificial f i l l .  Troublesome settlement has 
occurred in  these slough fills since construction. During the flood of April 1958 the 
north runway extension was under water. 
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It i s  intaresting that the main hangars (1000 feet long) were constructed level 
at 19-foot elevation in  the early 40's. 'The level circuit was rechecked in  1955 and 
the building corners were found to vary in elevation from 13.48 to 18.28 feet, show- 
ing general arecl subsidence as well as differential subsidence. This downward deflec- 
tion includes differential settlement, but the magnitrude of deflection discounts that 
it is all settlement. 

Only scattered data are available on water table levels. Recent construction 
southeast of the hangars, at  approximately elevation 18 feet, encountered water 
10-12 feet below the surface. Near the m a i n  gate, at approximate elevation 35 feet, 
standing water has been encountered at 12-14 feet below the surface. North of the 
hangars the standing water level is quite shallow, generally only 3-5 feet below the 
surface. 

M0ffei.t Field presently has two deep wells, both 1000 feat in  depth. Both wells 
have become contaminated with salt water intrusion and one has sanded in.  Well A, 
the remaining well In operation, originally pumped 1000 gpm but now produces a 
maximum of about 750 ~ p m .  Records on w a k r  quality have not been kept, except 
that the water now contains between 309-503 ppm of Cl concentration. It i s  interest- 
ing that the standing water level i n  the two open wells varies between 50-60 feet 
below the surface, indicating that they tap confined water at depth and are sealed 
off from the "perched" shallow ground water. Years ago the walls provided true 
artesian flow of 208-300 gpm. There has been protrusion of the well casing resulting 
from the areal subsidence, but, surprisingly, only a few inches compared to the areal 
subsidence of several feet. 

E N G I NE E R I  N G G E OLOGY 

!---I 
. "-1 marized as follows: 

The principal engineering aspects of the geology of Moffett Field may be sum- 

4 

1. All construction materials, i.e., concrete aggregate, base rock and random 
f i l l  will have to be imported, other than the soil and alluvial f i l l  excavated 
from the accelerator end station area. 

."I 
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i 2. The proposed excavation can be done with conventional earth moving equip- 

rnent. i 
3. Stcble cut slopes in  alluvium, according to the experience of the Santa 

Clara Valley Flood Control, require slops ratios of 1 . 5 1  (horizontal 
verti ca I). 
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4. The zone of soil saturatlon and a perched water table level probably 
will be encountered in  the area of deepest contemplated excavatron 
south of Bay Shore Highway. If so, the general effect on foundation 
bearlng capacities should be considered. 

5, Deep ground water or sea watw is available for cooling purpses. 

6. Structures with particularly heovy foundation loadings, dependhg on 
location, nay experience substantial differsntiol settlement due to the 
erratic distribution of subsurfaca alluvk~l gravels and intcrlonsIng clays. 

It is probable that differential areal subddenco will occur along the 
proposed two-mile accelerator line in  future years. The amount of 
deflection in  the next 10 yecrs, based on measured subsidence in  the 
past 15 years, locally might be as much as 1-2 feet. 

7. 

8. There 1s broad concurrence that for an earthquake of given vibrational 
intemdty, other things being equal, that "made ground", as proposed In 
the marsh land north of the runways, or natural alluvium with high wafer 
table levels, generally involve a more serious hazard than other types of 
foundatlons. 
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C O Y O T E  H1ILLS AREA 

DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 

The Coyote Hills are located a t  the eastern end of the Dumbarton bridge cause- 
way in the city of Fremont in southern Alameda County. The area is 10 miles from 
Stanford University, 35 miles from San Francisco, and 27 miles from Oakland; driving 
time from Stunford is 20 to 25 minutes. Access to  the area from the west is limited to 
the Dumbarton highway which crosses the southern end of the hills. Several paved 
highways connect the Dumbarton highway with the Easfshore freeway. The central 
and northern parts of the hills may be reached only over privately owned gravel or 
dirt roads. The main Hetch-Hetchy aqueduct and a branch of the Southern Pacific 
railroad pass within a half-mile of the southern end of the area. 

The Coyote Hills consist of several short Irregular bedrock ridges which rise 
cbruptly from below sea level to a high point of 292 feet; the average elevation is 
cbout 200 feet. The hills are crossed by several scddles of which the lowest is only 
22 feet above sea level. The h i l l  area is three miles long and 0.6 m i l e  wide a t  its 
widest point. The axis of the area trends N35W, while the individual ridges, which 
conform to the average strike of the underlying rocks, vary in trend from N35W to 
N5QW. The outline of the hill area is irregular and conforms generally to  the "en- 
echelon" arrangement of the component ridges. Slopes are steep except along the 
eastern hillsides in the northern half of the arm. There the ridges are lower and the 
hill mass is indented by two alluvium-fillled embayments. 

The southwestern side of the Coyote Hills is bordered by tidal mud flats which 
have been artificially imponded to form evaporation ponds. The northeastern side is 
bordered by the relatively level flood plaln of the alluvial fan deposited by Alameda 
Creek. Shallow meandering tidal estuaries mark both ends of the area. These low- 
lands are subject to occasional flooding by overflow from Alameda Creek. 

Except for a few outcrops of resistant rock, all undisturbed surfaces are covered 
by an immature soil which may vary i n  depth from a few inches along the ridges to 
10-15 feet or more in the lower valleys. The vegetation consists predominantly of 
grass and weeds wlth a few small stands of pine and eucalyptus i n  sheltered areas on 
the eastern slopes. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The ridges which form the Coyote Hills are underlain throughout by resistant 
rocks of the Franciscan formation. The hills are surrounded by tidal marshland and 
alluvial flood-plain sediments. Similar isofated occurrences of Franciscan rock found 
in the Bay area include San Mateo Pt., Yerba Buena and Angel Islands, Albany 
Hi l l ,  and the Potrero de  San Pablo in Richmond. 
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The Franciscan formation, named for its type locality in San Francisco, is one 
of the major geologic units in California; it possesses great thickness and areal ex- 
tent, complex structure, and a varied but distinctive assemblcge of rock types. The 
rock types include hard dark-colored sandstones (graywackes), thin-bedded shales, 
ferruginous and manganiferous cherts, altered basalts (greenstones) and minor lime- 
stones and cong Iomerates. These rocks have undergone repeated episodes of deforma- 
tion and ore folded, faulted, and generally sheared and brecciated. They are locally 
recrystallized, hydrothermally altered, and are occcsionally metamorphosed and 
intruded by large serpentine bodies and minor basic igneous rocks. In short, the 
Franciscan formation Is recognized for its diversity and complexity; i t  can seldom be 
mapped i n  detai I. 

The Franciscan rocks range in age from late Jurassic to Middle Cretaceous. 
They occur throughout the central and northern Coast Ranges in the general area east 
of the San Andreas fault and west of the Great Valley, either at the surface or con- 
cealed by a blanket of younger sediments. The lower contact of the Franciscan 
formation has never been recognized and the formation is regarded as "basement rock" 
wherever found. 

Broadly speaking, the Franciscan rocks provide stable foundations with respect 
to settlement and relatively rigid response to earthquake vibrations. Owing to their 
general resistance to erosion, they commonly form steep though unstable slopes. Be- 
cause of their shattered condition generally they are deeply weathered and can be 
readily excavated to considerable depths. Tunnel excavation in Franciscan rocks is 
often difficult because of the shattered condition of the rock, the presence of squeez- 
ing serpentine, and extensive zones of gouge and shearing. 

Regional geologic features of significance are the Wayward cnd Sun Andreas 
fault systems which trend northwest, essentially parallel to the San Francisco Bay, 
and dominate the structure of the entire Ray region. The Coyote Hills lie six miles 
southwest of the Hayward fault and 12 miles northeast of the San And:eas fault; 
both of these faults are known active faults which have produced surface rupture i n  
historical time. Recent geophysical work (Taylor 1956) suggests that between these 
two faults there are other major northwest trending faults, one of which, the Silver 
Creek fault, originates southeast of San Jose and passes beneath the alluvium im- 
mediately east of Coyote Hills. Several others, including the Stanford fault and the 
San Bruno fault, may lie concealed beneath the b y  or the tidal mud flats. None of 
these faults is known to have been active in historical time, but because of their 
size, trend, and occurrence i n  a region of known seismic activity, they should be 
regarded as potentially active. 

The areas lying between the larger faults appear to have acted as crustal 
blocks during Tertiary and Recent geologic history. The Coyote Hills may be a part 
of the structural block which underlies the city of San Francisco. Regional geologic 
study (Taliaferro 1951) indicates that this block has existed as a relatively stable 
topographic and structural high since the early Tertiary Period. 

10 
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SITE GEOLOGY 

Detailed field mapping of the Coyote Hills was done i n  order to establish the 
geologic structure and the distribution and character of the various rock types. The 
resulting map and field study form the basis for the appraisal of the engineering and 
construction features along the proposed acce leretsr line. 

Rock Units. The Coyote Hills are underlain eniirely by a complex and heterogeneous 
assemblage of rocks belonging to the Franciscan Formation. The variety of rock types 
and the complexity of the structure, as well as limited exposures, rendered the mapping 
difficult and required that the mapped .units be chosen carefully i n  order to yield a 
usable mcp. The units shown on  the accompanying map are described i n  detail below; 
they were selected partly on the basis of recognizable field characteristics and 
mcppri le  continuity, and partly on their uniformity with respect to properties of 
engineering sign i Fi can ce . 

Sheared Greenstone: This rock, which is we!Il-exposed only i n  artificial cuts, 
underlies cpproximately half of the Coyote Hills. It is uniformly f ine  grained, 
minutely fractured, and weathers readily to form a distinctive olive-drab soil. The 
average depth of weathering is probably 4.0 feet. Where unweathered, the rock is 
hard, compact, and although sheared cnd brecciated, is sufficiently recemented to 
require blasting, as  recently experienced in the rock quarries. The greenstone appears 
to  be an extensively altered, recrystallized silicified basalt; it  varies in color from 
dark greenish-black to red, ye1 low cnd gray-green. Unlike many Franciscan green- 
stones, the greenstones in the Coyote Hills cre so thoroughly distorted that few 
features of their origin are preserved. The greenstones may be examined in the Pacific 
Coast Aggregates' quarry a t  the south end of t b  area. 

Chert: Typical Franciscan cherts are abundant and are the only rocks which 
fcrm good exposures i n  the Coyote Hills. They are well-bedded, f ine  grained, 
siliceous rocks, predominately dark red in C O ~ W ,  with local variation to white, green, 
yellow or black. The coloring, which may chan~e  rapidly bofh between and within 
the beds, is dependent on the amount and state of combination of the iron and manga- 
nese which are present as impurities. The individual chert beds cre from one-half to 
six inches in thickness and often are separated by thin beds of siliceous shale. Al- 
though scme of the chert bodies appear to be only slightly disturbed, more commonly 
they are extremely contorted and shattered. Veining and recrystallization of the 
chert is common and the boldest outcrops are formed by large masses of red or yel- 
low chert (jasper) so thoroughly recrystallized that the original bedding is obscured. 
Thin chert horizons, too small to be differentlated, are often interbedded with other 
sedimentary rocks. 

The massive variety of chert is a hard, brittle, crbrcsive rock which does not 
fracture recdisy; the thinner bedded types rupture easily and break into sharp, 
rectangular fragments. The thin bedded cherts, particularly where weathered or 
where mixed with shale, should be rippable to a depth of 35 to 40 feet; the thicker 
bedded variety will probably require blasting to be excavated, even a t  the surface. 
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Sandstone: Well indurated, dark greenish-gray arkosic and lithic sandstones, 
generally the most plentiful rock type in Franciscan occurrences, are of minor 
importance in the Coyote Hills. A few th in  bedded horizons occur intermixed with 
shale and chert, but units of mappable extent are found i n  only three small areas. 
The sandstones are strongly fractured, deeply weathered, and form gentle slopes 
with few or no outcrops. Below the zone of weathering (35-40 feet) they should be 
dense and compact and require blasting to be excavated; in  the weathered zone they 
are soft and fragmented and can be easily ripped. 

Undifferentiated: This unit consists of Interbedded chert, shale, sandstone, 
limestone, cnd probably minor  greenstone. The proportions of the various rock types 
vary from place to place; they interfinger and are deformed and intermixed by 
faulting and folding, The range of lithologies included i n  the unit is clearly dis- 
playzd in the small quarries and in road cuts in  the northern portion of the hills. 
By a n  increase in the proportion of any one rock type, the mixed unit may grade 
into massive chert, sandstone or greenstone. Some of the mapped areas of limestone 
and chert appecr to be discontinuous lenses within the mixed unit. In its physical 
properties Phis unit has an intermediate position. In the weathered zone i t  is 
relotively resistant i o  erosion because of the included chert, but because of its 
thin bedded character is easily fragmented and should be easier to excavate than 
most of the other rock types. 

Serpentine: A single small body of serpentine occurs a t  the southern tip of 
Coyote Hills. The rock i s  of the type !mown cis "boulder serpentine" i n  which 
rounded blocks of massive serpentine are surrounded by a matrix of highly sheared, 
flaky or amorphous serpentine. This texture results from movement while i n  the 
solid state. The Coyote Hills serpentine is unique  i n  that the sheared matrix 
shows a rna;ked planar strucfure which strikes norihwest and dips steeply to the 
East. Sheared serpentines often occur i n  fault zones which cut the Franciscan rocks 
and it is probable that this occurrence marks the trace of a fault which extends 
along the west side of the Coyote Hills. 

Landslides: Recent and historical landslides a re  clearly evident in many 
places i n  Coyote Hills. Most of these are shalIBow slumps and soil flows, but 
some involve weathered rock. Their numerous occurrence indicates general in- 
stability of the natural slopes; many of the slopes are oversteepened due to the 
presence of resistant chert beds holding up the ridge tops. 

Ailuviurn: The surficial Bay mud and alluvium which completely surround 
the Coyote Hills is of Recent age, although older sediments may be present a t  
depth. On the noriheastern side of the hills the alluvium consists of gravels, 
sands, and flood silt, forming the outer flood plain of the alluvial fan of Alameda 
Cree!<. This formation is known as the Niles Cone. Near the base of the hills, 
underlying the Bay mud and underlying and interfinpring with the alluvial fan 
sediments, is a layer of detritus derived from the Coyote Hills themselves. This 
material is a heterogeneous mixture of clay, silt, and rock fragments and is con- 
siderably less well sorted than the fan sediments. Nearby Indian shell mounds 
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indicate the area northeast of the hills was part of Scn Francisco Bay cs recently as 
2OCO-3030 years ago. Since then, the waters of the Eay have receded due to the 
continued deposition of flood silt and growth of the Niles Cone. The depth of the 
alluvium in the general vicinity of Coyote Hills is possibly on the order of 1000 
feet; water wells have been drilled to 603 feet without encountering bedrock. 

The Coyote Hills is formed by a series of alternating and interfingering tabular 
bodies composed predominately of chehf and greenstone. These bodies strike uni- 
formly i n  a northwesterly direction and have variable but generally steep dips to 
the southwest. Large-scale folding could n ~ i -  be established, although interse 
deformation and extreme contortion is exhibited locally, particularly i n  the thin 
bzdded cherts. The larger chert bodies are not greatly deformed and exhibit uni- 
formity in thickness and attitude, even though the rocks within them are highly con- 
torted. Some of t h s  alteration and interfingering of the cherts and greenstones is 
probably due to erratic primary dzpositisn, but most of the intermixing appears to 
be the result of tectonic movement. This tsctonic movement is clearly evident from 
the numerous faulfs and shear zones so conspicuoasly present i n  the Pacific Coast 
Aggregotes rock quarry near the south end of the Hills. These sfructures strike in 
all directions and range from gouge zones /ess than an inch across to tectonic 
breccia zones 15 feet and more across. However, none of these faults and shear 
zones could be traced out of the quarry. In fact, sawrnerous faults and shear zones 
were detected, or suspected, but could not bs napped or traced with any assurance. 
Faulting and shearing has not controlled the fcpographic development of the Hills, 
but can be expected to affect the stability of cut slopes and underground excava- 
tions, particularly within the weathered ZQW. 

No clear evidence was found to indicate that transverse faults or shear 
zones are responsible for the formation of the lsw divides which cross the hills in  
several places. In fact, i n  the lowest of these divides, chert beds on opposite 
sides of the pass show no evidence of displacement and borings show it  to be 
continuous beneath the pass itseif, 

SURFACE FEATURES 

' I  

i 

There are no stream channels on Coyote Hills and only a few hillside gullies. 
There are no level areas and no alluvial fans or gentle slopes flanking the hills. 
The hills rise abruptly above the adjacent alluvial plain and tidal mud flats, and 
similar steep slopes probably extend beneath the overlapping f i l l .  They are, in a 
sense, "a1 luvial islands. " 

i 
i The stespness of the hi I Is and the generally fractured, weathered nature of 

the rock warrant consideration. Generally speaking, most of the slopes are not 
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"equilibrium" slopes adjusted to the strengih of the rock, but rather are over- 
steepened and held up by the resistant chert horizons forming the ridge lines. A 
number of the slopes, depending on pcnriiculas rock type, are naturally unstable 
and exhibit large recent slumps and earth flows, particularly on the southwest side 
of the hills. A hummocky slope surface, suggzsting unstable conditions, is present 
i n  mony places. Although each slope would raqvire individual attention due to 
variGSle rock type, shearing, and depth of weathering, i t  would seem that ex- 
tensive, deep undercufs would be quite hazardous unless protective beams were 
provided. The apparent "slope stabiiify" exhibited in the rock quarries i s  partly 
due to the small size, low height, and curviiq na ture  of fhe walls. Such stability 
could not be expected in long, straight, high cuts. 

ENGlNEERlNG GEOLOGY 

- i h e  accompanying geologBc map shows :he relationship of the proposed ac- 
celsrator line to the topography and geology of Coyote Hills. Due  to the narrow 
irregular topographic configuration 4he proposed axis is fixed within narrow limits 
of balanced hilisids cuts vs. deep fills. The pr~sposed floor level is set a t  60 feet 
elevation, which would require long deep hi  IIs'ide cuts, a n  excavated 148-foot 
slat through the higher ridges, a section of ex>ensive deep f i l l ,  cnd leveling of a 
hilltop for the end station. Since considerabee excavation and compacted f i l l  
wouId be involved, the physical character of the rock is of prime importance. 

Effort is mcde i n  this discussion to provide a reo!?sf'ic appraisal of the over- 
all excavation properties of the rocks. A general approcch is used which is based 
pcrtly on recent experience in the rock quarries, The different rock typss which 
will require blasting are  identified as well QS h e  average depth of weathering 
below which blasting will be needed, No effcri i s  made 60 define light, heavy, 
or medium blasting. Few i f  any of the rocks cre dough and tenacious, and instecd 
iend to be briffle, rather aSsasTve, and broken wifh 'innumerable hair cracks. As 
a result, the blasting would require a Bow powder ra3i0, bat due to abrasiveness 
the rock would provide difficu!! dri9ling. Only a srnaBB percentage of the rock can 
be moved by conventionai self-loading eash scrapers. Rippable rock is defined as 
rock which can be penetrated und moved by a D-9 tractor with double hydraulic 
ripper teeth. The blasting conditions aEong the site are further identified i n  h e  
Jongitudina! section on the appended map, 

Following is a summary of blasting conditions, of slope stability, and of 
general site conditions along the accelerator line, The esflmates a r e  based 
entirely on visual observation and on inferred conditions at depth: 

E:. 
i; 

P- 
k, 

I: 

1. All soil and near-surface weathered rock, with *he exception of 
local bodies of hYck bedded and mcssive chest, can be excavated 
by combined ripping and scraping. The depth of weathering and of 
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rippable rock varies with rock type, degree of shattering, ond topogrophy, 
although averages probably 40 feet on the hillside and 20 feet on the ridges, 
measured perpendicular to the surface. The amount of blasting required on 
hillside cuts is largely a function of depi-h of cut. In the end station area 
probably 30% of fhe total excavation will require blasting. In the V-shaped 
slot through the main hills, probably 50% of the total excavated material 
will be blasting rock. 

2. Stable CUPS in  fresh rock should be obtained with slopes of 1/2:1. The 
weaker, weathered rocks will require overall slopes of not less than 1:l. 
For any cuts over 30 feef’in height the use of berms is recommended i n  
order to insure stability. Franciscan rocks, other than chert, are notoriously 
unstable when wet; hence drainage borings will be needed at the base of 
probcbly 10% of the cuts. 

3. &n fairly level soils, or i n  soil cuts perpendicular to contours, the cut 
slcpes should not be less than 1.51. However, the hillside soil mantle 
is subieci. to sliding even in  the natural stake; therefore, any undercut- 
ting, cs would be necessary i n  many places, would induce sliding. In 
order to insure “mantle” stability cbwe the cuts it may be necessary to 
strip the soil or leave slopes of 2.51 or less. Embankment f i l l  of locally 
derived soils should be stable with sEcpes of 1.5:1 or somewhat steeper 
if well compacted. 

4. The path of the accelerator thrcugh the high h i l l  in the southern end of 
the areg would require a particulerlly large deep cut involving a high 
percentage of blasting rock. It is recotxmended that approximately 2000 
fset of tunneling through this s~-c:ion be considered. Good portal sltes 
are not present but  an entrcncz pletfccrrn can be? provided by excavation 
of either end of the tunnel s ~ t i ~ n .  The tunnels would encounter 100% 
blasting rock. Support requirements should not be excessive with respect 
fo roof loads, but cjose-spaced blocking or even grouting of the crown 
might be required i n  the more fractured zones. Local fault zones and ex- 
tensive zones of shattered rock would be encountered, but excessive 
ground water and squeezing ground, the two conditions which make most 
tunnel construction i n  Franciscan rocks hazardous, should not be present. 

5. Excavations along the accelerator l ine  will provide much or all of the 
required fill; additional material is available from numerous borrow 
sites i n  the h i l l  areas. Crushed weathered greenstone yields a high 
proportion of fines and should provide good compactable f i l l .  Finer 
grained materials for blending are available in the soils of the hills and 
adjacent alluvial plains. AI/  of these sources should be examined for 
deleterious ingredients, such as a high sulfide cofitent i n  the greenstone 
or an excessive amount of expansive clay. The chert rock would be un- 
suitable for compacted f i l l  but would find use as road metal or high- 
drainage fi l l .  Local rocks are not suitable for concrete aggregate 
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because of their angularity, bsii rjeness, and clay confent. Concrete 
aggregate is available from /he gravel deposits af Niles and lrvington 
approximately 8 miles away. 

6 .  klfi.l!zss exjensive gouge zones are encountered, the bedrock foundations 
will be satisfactory with respecr LO se;tlernent and bearing capacity. The 
hard, dense nature of the fresh rocks should keep any rebound problems 
to a min imum i n  the deep cuts. Areal subsidence, as present in  Northern 
Sonta Clara VaELey, wikl not be encountered. 

7, The bedrock should be :eldiyveIy steS!e with respect fa seismic shock 
but i n  order to insure siability along the length of the accelerator the 
f i l l  sections should rest on bedrock i f  at all possibie. This would re- 
quire the removal of the aliuvitim along the margins of the embsyments 
on the northeast side of the kiIls, Bk should be recognized that a major 
earthquake in  h e  wet season could cause serious failure of both natural 
and artificial slopes, 

8. Very little S Y G ~  water sl-nuld be encountered during exccvatioa (or 
trinnel construction) because of $932 impermeable nature of the rocks 
cnd because the steep slopes prc4xot.e rapid runoff as wel l  as subsurface 
drainage. No springs are present. During the wet season the thick soil 
m o n t l s  a* lower elevations may ctsorb a great deal of water and cause 
excavation and stability problems. Sheet flood type of runoff may re- 
quire a collecifon system elong ti-"@ uphill side of some of the cuts. 

9. Cooling wafer i s  not avaklatie f r i .3  local sources. The ground water 
supply of the adjacent Niles Cor,z is insufficient PO meet local needs, 
and further drcwdown would oggmxte  :he present salt water intrusion 
probkm 
aqueduct; mother source of imported wafer will be available upon 
completion of the planned aqueduct of r h e  AEarneda County Water 
District. If wsab!e, unl imi ied  sea water is available far cooling pur- 
poses * 

imported waier is cvci%rS%e frcm rhe ~ e c r b y  Hatch-Hetchy 

10. During the yeu~s 1950 io 1958, four major floods occurred i n  the 
alluvial area noraheast of the Hills, These fiosds covered most of the 
rosds i n  the immedia:e area and extended to t he  foot of Coyote 
Hills. The Dumbar'ion highway west of the Hills was not affected 
during these fhods. Howeverp h a  persistence of fi[ooding should be 
considered i n  locating future access roads and any lowland structures. 

11. Several rock quarries have been developed i n  fhe Cayofe Hills, and 
ofher undeveloped quarry sites are available, In fact, the greater 
bulk of h e  hills provide usable consfruc::ion f i l l ,  hand value may 
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hwc to bz considered accordingly. The Alameda County Water District 
is planning the construction of a 25 million gallon water reservoir on the 
top of Red Hill. This project might conflict with the proposed accelerator 
a I ig nine n t . 
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A. Gmerzl view of Coyoie EiIh lockins cor;!Fuward from the hi& south ridges. The 
proposed eccelerakor l ine  pcssej thrcu;h the saddle in center of view catd along 
base of hhfls i n  right foreground, Ncts the bald outcrop of massive chert i n  
h i l l  i n  risht center und steep hiEGy tc?ography i n  lefi center background. These 
stecp hilbs are held up by sesistanfj chert beds. The grass covered hills In center 
foiegiound are undeskain by gre&ns t s~e  cr;d sandstone and exhi bit ckaracterIstic 
srmoih rounded surfaces. 

B. View of central section of Coyoi-o Hills locking south from point wesf- of accelera- 
tor line. The high steep hills in upper left @re held up by resistant chert beds. 
Nate the slumping of the soil meratle clcng the recent road cut in  right center. 

C. View of southwestern slopes ~f Red K I B 
ulternating kcibvlar bodies of chert ond greenstone dipping steeply i n  the right. 
N5:2 ths  sharp!y defined boundary em' hummocky surface of the resistant chert 
horizons. 

The G d p s  and saddles are formed by 

19. Ridge on wcsfcrn side of Coyote %lis underlain by ur.diffeferentiated sediments. 
Note in  pariicular the hummocky slide to?cgi-aphy which is indicative of 
unstable natural slopes. 

E. VIEW Ise,;kir,g northeasiward across ncciheru?n?ost aBIuvium fi I led smbayment. 
Note the chaructesistic bold cb-,a;i- oui.'cro~s in  background. The dark l ine  along 
tha bas2 of thz chert is the high water mark formed during the 1958 flood. 

F. CEosaup view of highly sheared thin-badded shale and chert. Such material is 
quite common and should be easy to excavate, 
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EVA PO RATION Po N DS 

CHERT; HARO RESISTANT,TUIN B E D D E D  TO MASSIVE. 

S l L l C l F l  
DEEPLY 

ED. HIGULY CHEARED 
WEATHERED. 

AND 

SERPENTINE; S O F T  LIGHTLY SUEARED AND FOLIATED 

LIMESTONE; UARD MASSIVE MINOR EXTEND 

LANDSLIDE MOSTLY SOIL FLOWS,  SOME WEATHERED 
ROCK SLIDES 

APPROXIMATE CONTACT, INCLUDES MANY PROBABLE 
FAULT CONTACTS.  

FAULT, DOTTCD WHERE CONCEALED 
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